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As I pen the last message for the newsletter as the president of
this august organization, mixed feelings of accomplishment and
helplessness surround me. My entire tenure of two years as
president of this organization has been shadowed by the
pandemic crippling my planned activities during the period. All
major events of the association had to be cancelled in the
physical form, where we all could have shaken hands, hugged a
few friends and shared some happy moments. This did not
happen and I was just helpless. Nevertheless, the world has
changed making virtual world the new normal now and for
future. It would probably be a part of our life always where
most meetings would be hybrid if not full virtual after the
pandemic is over and the curbs lifted. Looking at this I feel
accomplished because we lost no opportunities to do all the
planned events, in fact even many others “virtually”. A click of a button reached us globally
and we could I nvolve the biggest names in coloproctology in our programs. The ACRSI is
also now a known name globally and many international friends have applauded us for the
high quality of the scientific contents of our programs thereby enhancing our country's
image in the field of colorectal surgery.

The next international event will be a full-day conference on anal fistula in
collaboration with the ISUCRS. Our annual ACRSICON 2021 planned in Jaipur for October
this year in collaboration with ECTA society remains on as of now and we do hope that
God will be kind soon and allows us to see each other, face to face, heart to heart. I am
happy to inform you that we have upgraded our website to an entirely new brand and
much more information and updates can be handled there itself. The new EC team needs
to be elected soon under the leadership of my close friend Dr Nisar Chowdri and I am sure
they will not only carry the work started by us but improvise further. The biggest challenge
to get Mch or DNB colorectal surgery recognized will hopefully get fulfilled by Dr Nisar. I
take this opportunity to compliment the chief Editor of our Indian journal of
coloproctology Dr Brij Bhushan Agarwal for his untiring and commendable efforts in
managing the activities of our Journal. Before I complete my term. two more valuable gifts
“Practice parameters” of common colorectal ailments and the “ACRSI textbook of
colorectal Surgery” will be on your cloud. I would fail in my duty if I do not acknowledge
the support and efforts puts in by my academic convenors Dr. Chetan Kantharia and Dr.
Shalu Gupta as well as the convenors of the ACRSICON 2020 Dr Pradeep Sharma, Dr.
Prajesh Bhuta and Hemorrhoidcon Dr. Ashok Ladha for the wonderful shows delivered by
them. I do not have enough words to thank
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Dr. Mayilvaganan who finishes his term as fellowship chairman for all that he
has done for the organization over the last few decades. In fact, he has been one of the
faces of the organization in the southern part of the country. I admit God was very kind
to me and gave me the best members in my executive committee who all worked
dedicatedly for the cause of society and they deserve a huge cheer from all of you for
bagging the “BEST SECTION AWARD OF ASI “ for the fourth consecutive year .
My parting message would be incomplete without the mention of my Hon. secretary
Dr. Kushal Mital and my mentor Dr. Parvez Sheikh. Irrespective of who the president is
and who would be garlanded, these two individuals stood rock solid behind me and
supported me at every juncture and any activity planned . Both are elder to me in age
and proved how junior colleagues are looked after as younger brothers in medical
organization. ACRSI has given me all that I am today and I assure its membership, I will
be with it always Thanking you.

Dear Colleagues,

Covid 19 had us bound in shackles, nevertheless we
managed to fly. Webinars was a source of inspiration to
many. All topic were covered. We had a tie up with ISUCRS
for 5 Webinars.
Virtual ACRSICON 2020 was held on 10-11 October 2020
with Orations, Keynote lectures, Symposium, Panel
discussions, Debates, & Master Videos with Academic
competitive presentations as Paper, Video or E-poster

In Dec 2020 ACRSI won the BEST SECTION AWARD 4th year
in a row from ASI. Cheers to all of you for making it
possible.
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1. 07.06.2020 Writing Scientific Research Article with ISUCRS

2. 28.06.2020 Complication in Colon & Rectal Surgery with ISUCRS

3. 05.07.2020 How I do it Video North Zone

4. 12.07.2020 Colorectal Emergencies with ISUCRS

5. 26.07.2020 Rectal Cancer Surgery is Changing with ISUCRS

6. 01.08.2020 Constipation, ODS, Pelvic floor with ISUCRS

7. 09.08.2020 Coloproctology Central Zone

8. 16.08.2020 Haemorrhoids Master meet

9. 23.08.2020 How I do it Video presentation, East Zone Meet

10. 05.12.2020 Advanced Stoma Management

Jan 2021 we started with HEMORRHOIDCON, single disease
conference. It had a tremendous response. From April 2-4, we conducted a Virtual
ACRSI Instructional Course, it had high registration rate. The course. It was best
course yet as we could manage the best speakers in the field.

The FACRSI exam will be conducted preconference ACRSICON 2021,
slated for Jaipur 26-27 October, followed by conference 28-31 October, IF NOT
RESTRICTIONS.

This is election year, those who have become members before March
31 2021 are eligible to vote. In July 2021 we plan to hold a one day Fistula
Conference .

We will continue with the Webinars and plan to start Live Interactive
Surgery workshops in the coming months.
We have had 85 new members to ACRSI. Welcome to all of you.
ACRSI is for you. Interact with us if you want to participate, write article for our
Indian Journal of Colo-Rectal Surgery. Be proactive.
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The Association of Surgeons of India, having been adjudged

as its Best Section for last few years. Indian journal of Colo-

Rectal Surgery is its official Journal being published since

2018. Under the leadership of our President Dr. Niranjan

Agarwal, Secretary Dr. Kushal Mittal & treasurer Dr. Roy V.

Patankar, the Journal has been published regularly for last

two years. We have been able to get original articles both

from India & abroad. Our leadership has continuously

encouraged the membership & surgical fraternity to

contribute to the journal by submitting their experience as

Original Articles, ‘How I do it’, Review Articles & Case reports.

The Journal has been received well & has generated an

enhanced interest leading to submission regularly. We

continue to work for improvement in quality of articles & to

also enhance visibility of the journal with the help of International leaders in Colo-Rectal

surgery. Our leadership is working tirelessly to enhance the regularity & quality by

providing support of an extended Editorial team.

The journal has free online access & can be accessed at http://www.ijcrsonweb.org/.

Members of our section & our parent body are request to share their work & submit the

same for publication at http://www.ijcrsonweb.org/contributors.asp

Dear ACRSI members,
As you all know Covid pandemic has created a havoc in our
country since Jan 2020. During the month of March & April
2020 Government of India had announced a lockdown in the
wake of rising no of cases. As a result the Instructional Course
& the Fellowship Examination which was to be held in
Jabalpur IN April 2021 had to be postponed. The instructional
Course was held on 1-2 April 2021The candidates who had
registered were refunded as per their request whereas some
wished to carry forward their course fees to 2021.
Subsequently due to increasing no of Covid infections, even
the ACRSICON had to be converted to Virtual ACRSICON. This
was held on October 10-11, 2020. This was a huge success as
International faculties National faculties participated through the virtual platform. It was 

attended by a record more than 6000 delegates. There was an award session for Papers, 

Videos and Posters which got a huge response. 
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● The FACRSI Examination will be conducted
26-27 October 2021 at SMS Medical College Jaipur,
Rajasthan.

● Provided COVID condition allow.

https://acrsi.org/fellowship-exams
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Dear Colleagues,
The nominations are invited for the election of the office-
bearers and the Executive Committee of ACRSI for a term of
two years, (2021-2023).

The following posts of office-bearers will be considered for
the elections:

● President Elect - one 
● Five Vice-Presidents                               one from each Zone
● Honorary Treasurer                               one
● Honorary Secretary                               one
● Five Executive Committee Members  one from each zone

All the members who either contest/propose or second
must be life members of the ACRSI. The nominations may
please be filled in the enclosed form and forwarded by email
to election2021-2023@acrsi.org or send it in a sealed
envelope by post at the following address Election Officer

IMPORTANT DATES

1. Last date to receive nomination:                     June 30, 2021.
2. Declaration of valid nomination:                     July 15, 2021.
3. Last date for withdrawals of Nomination:     July 31, 2021.
4. Dates of election/ Voting :                           Aug. 16- Sept 15, 2021.

For Eligibility Details Please Check Our Website  
www.acrsi.org

The nominations are invited for the election of the Office Bearers to the Executive
Committee of ACRSI for a term of two years 2021- can be made online. The
Nominations can be filled online through www.acrsi.org website.

The names of Proposer and seconder with their email ID and mobile numbers should
be attache.

CORRIGENDUM
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CLICK ON ICONS TO INTERACT
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ELEGIBLITY CRITERIA 

PRESIDENT ELECT

1) He/she shall be a life member of good standing with not less than 10 years of 
continuous membership of ACRSI and ASI.

2) He/she should have held office in the Executive Committee for a minimum of two
terms, one out of which should be either as a secretary or a treasurer post

3) He/she should have shown active interest in the activities of the ACRSI by
participating in Annual Conferences, by publication of articles in medical journals,
by organizing scientific conference and advancing the ideals of the association in
general.

4) The term of office for the President shall be for a period of two years.
5) He/she shall not be eligible for re-election.

VICE – PRESIDENTS

1) Each nominee for the post of vice president should  be a Life Member of 5 years of 
good standing in the ACRSI and ASI.

2) He should have shown active interest in the activities of the association by 
advancing the ideals of the association.

3) The term of office for the Vice President shall be for a period of two years.
4) He / she shall be eligible for re-election for one more term only if he has attended 

at least 2 EC meeting in the current term out of the 5 usually held during his 
current term. (applicable for current EC member only)

5) Election will be held, if there is more than one candidate from each zone.

HONORARY SECRETARY

1) He/she shall be a Member of good standing with not less than 5 years of 
continuous membership of ACRSI and ASI.

2) The secretary shall be a Member who has shown active interest in the activities of 
the ACRSI and advanced the ideals of the association.

3) He/she should have held office in the Executive Committee for a minimum period 
of at leastone term.

4) He/she shall hold office for a period of two years.
He / she should have served one elected term in the executive committee of   
ACRSI including office bearer. 

5) He/she shall be eligible for re-election for one more term.
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6) Election will be held if there are more than one candidate
7) There should not be any pending dues of the ACRSI against the member

HONORARY TREASURER

1) He/she shall be a Member of good standing with not less than 5 years of 
continuous membership of ACRSI and ASI.

2) The treasurer shall be a Member, who has shown active interest in the activities of 
the ACRSI and thus advanced the ideals of the association.

3) He/she should have held office in the Executive Committee for a minimum period 
of at least one term.

4) He/she shall hold office for a period of two years.
5) He/she shall be eligible for re-election for two more terms.
6) Election will be held if there are more than one candidat
7) There should not be any pending dues of the ACRSI against the member

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS

1) Each nominee for the post of executive committee members shall be a life 
member of association of 5 years of good standing in ACRSI and ASI.

2) He/she should have shown active interest in the activities of the association by 
advancing the ideals of the association.

3) The term of office for the Executive Committee member shall be for a period of 
two years.

4) He / she shall be eligible for re-election for one more term only if he has attended 
at least 3 EC meeting in the current term out of the 6 usually held unless given 
valid reasons before hand  for not attending any meeting  held during his current 
term.(applicable for current EC member only)

5) Election will be held if there are more than one candidate from each zone.
6) There should not be any pending dues of the ACRSI against the member
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RULES and REGULATIONS

1) Any member who is in arrears of the dues to the association shall not be eligible. 

a. to hold office
b. to propose or second a nomination for the post of office bearer
c. to exercise his vote
d. This applies to conference/ course organizing chairman/secretary and treasurer 

who have not submitted audited statement of account of their conference at 
the time of call of election nomination. 

2) Any member, who has not attended a minimum of two annual conferences in a period 

of successive five years prior to election year, shall not be eligible to hold office.

3) The proposed and seconded portion of nomination form may be filled in the hard 

copy  but since proposer or seconder may not be from same city, they can send an 

email application to the Election Officer stating that they are proposing or seconding 

a particular candidate. The said email has to come from the registered email id with 

the ACRSI of the proposer or seconder only. One can  propose or second only one 

candidate for whatever post he / she may be contesting. The members of the election 

tribunal cannot propose or second.

4) All candidates will send a short bio-data not exceeding 10 lines, colour photo 

(passport size)

 Candidates contesting for President and President Elect Post will enclose a DD 

payable to ACRSI, Mumbai for a sum of Rs. 10000/- (Rupees Ten Thousand 

only).

 Candidates contesting for Secretary’s / Treasurer’s Post will enclose a DD 

payable to ACRSI, Mumbai for a sum of Rs. 7500/- (Rupees Seven Thousand 

Five Hundred only).

 Candidates contesting for other positions (vice presidents or executive 

committee member) will enclose a DD payable to ACRSI, Mumbai for a sum of 

Rs. 5000/- (Rupees Five Thousand only).

CHECK LIST OF ENCLOSURES WITH NOMINATION FORM 

1. ASI membership certificate.

2. ACRSI membership certificate.

3. Attendance of the two ACRSI conference certificate.  

4. Bank draft.

5. KYC form. 
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PAYMENT METHOD

Demand draft should be drawn in favour of “The Association of Colon and 
Rectal Surgeons of India” payable at Mumbai and send it to:

Dr. Niranjan Agarwal,
Salasar Nursing Home
B/Ground Floor, Salasar Classic,
Fatak Road, Near Nagar Bhavan Hall,
Bhayndar West, Mira-Bhayandar,
Dist. Thane-401101. Maharashtra.

You can also make the payment through NEFT/IMPS as per the following 
details:
(please email transaction details once you send it, else we would not be able 
to identify it):

Account Name: Association of Colon and Rectal 
Surgeons of India

Account Number: 197301000003327

Bank & Branch: Indian Overseas Bank , Mira-Bhayandar
Branch

IFSC: IOBA0001973

MICR: 400020067

Please send an email to Election officer, secretary and treasurer about 
your transaction.

Yours Truly

Dr. Nisar A Chowdri

Election Officer ,ACRSI Elections (2021-23)

32- Vakil Colony, Brein, Srinagar, J&K -191121.

Ph . : 9906563675

Email  :  nchowdri@yahoo.com
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The Association of Colon and 
Rectal Surgeons of India NOMINATION FORM

NAME OF THE POST
TICK 
BOX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

PRESIDENT ELECT
I am life member since_____________

EC post held (1) ____________ year (2) ____________ year

HON. SECRETARY

I am life member since_____________

EC post held (1) ____________ year

Secretary post held in past (if any) ______________ year

HON.TREASURER

I am life member since_____________

EC post held (1) ____________ year

Treasurer post held in past (if any) ______________ year

Name : _________________________________________________________________
Address : _________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
State: _____________________ Pin code:_______________ Country: ________________
Cell /Tel No.: _________________________Email:________________________________
Qualification:______________________________________________________________
ASI Membership No:___________________ ACRSI Membership No:__________________
ACRSICON attended at: 1_________________________ 2. _________________________
(Please Enclose certificate of attendance)

*if you are part of the current EC (2017-2019) then attendance to 2 EC meeting is 
prerequisite for filling re-nomination.

I wish to contest for the post of:(Please tick appropriate box & fill up respective 
additional information)
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I hereby give my consent for the same. Signature_______________Date___________.

Proposed By  : Name____________________ Signature_________________________

ASI/ACRSI membership no:_______________

Seconded By  : Name_______________________Signature______________________

ASI/ACRSI membership no:_______________

*ZONES OF ACRSI

i. EAST ZONE – WEST BENGAL, ORISSA, ARUNACHAL PRADESH, ASSAM, MANIPUR, MEGHALAYA,

MIZORAM, NAGALAND, TRIPURA

ii. WEST ZONE – MAHARASHTRA, GOA, GUJARAT, RAJASTHAN, DADAR & NAGAR HAVELI, DAMAN &

DIU

iii. NORTH ZONE – J&K, PUNJAB, HARYANA, DELHI, UTTAR PRADESH, BIHAR, HIMACHAL PRADESH,

UTTARAKHAND, SIKKIM, CHANDIGARH

iv. SOUTH ZONE – TAMIL NADU, KERALA, KARNATAKA, PUDUCHERRY (PONDICHERRY)

v. CENTRAL ZONE – MADHYA PRADESH, CHHATTISGARH, ANDHRA PRADESH, TELANGANA,

JHARKHAND

NAME OF THE POST
TICK 
BOX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

VICE PRESIDENT
I am life member since_____________

EC meeting during 2017-2019 attended (1) ____________ (2)
____________
(Only for members of Current EC seeking re-nomination)

North Zone
South Zone
East Zone
West Zone
Central Zone

EXECUTIVE 
MEMBER

I am life member since_____________

EC meeting attended (1) ____________ (2) ____________
(Only for members of Current EC seeking re-nomination)

North Zone
South Zone
East Zone
West Zone
Central Zone
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ACRSI Text Book of Surgery

● Soon to be released, in ACRSICON 2021

● Editors
● Dr Niranjan Agarwal President ACRSI
● Dr Parvez Sheikh Past President ACRSI
● Dr Pradeep Sharma Convenor FACRSI Exams

● Practice Parameters soon to be released
● Hemorrhoid
● Fissure
● Fistula
● Pilonidal sinus
● ODS, Pelvic floor
● Inflammatory Bowel Disease
● Rectal Cancer

ACRSI Practice Parameters
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1. Program

a. Faculty International 22, Indian 88

b. Session 25, in 32 hours

c. Orations 3

d. Invited guest lecture- International 7

e. Symposium 1

f. Panel discussion 7

g. Master video 12

h. Debates 3

i. Free paper/video/poster- 26

j. Award paper/video/poster- 20

k. Keynote lecture 2

l. We had 7 original innovators of Surgical techniques
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● Held on 24 Jan 2021 from 1,45 pm to 11pm
● We had a total of 85 faculty

-21 International faculty
-64 National faculty

● Chief Guest- ASI President Dr Abhay Dalvi
● Total number of views 2330.
● We had 10 session in the Conference.
● The aim of the conference was an in-depth discussion 

on Hemorrhoids. 
● We had a Global discussion on management of

Hemorrhoids
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REPORT for 24 ACRSI VIRTUAL INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE

ACRSI conducted their 24th ACRSI Instructional Course, Virtual from 2-4 April 2021. The

three-day course was conducted from 2 pm to 10 pm daily. The curriculum was spread

over 20 symposiums and 73 lectures. Total time taken was 24 hours. The delegate who

had enrolled were eligible for FACRSI exams provided they had attended the ACRSICON

in the last 3 years.

A total of 188 registration, including 73 faculty including Internal faculty. There were 8

moderators to oversee the sessions with 24 esteemed Chairpersons. It was our best

instructional course till date. The sessions were on time. Questions from chat were

either answered live or in the chat box. We had 7 of former ACRSI Presidents, current

President and President elect. Virtual Instructional Course had an overwhelming

response from the delegates.
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Answering the most Frequently Asked Questions:

1. What are piles and what are the common symptoms of piles?

2. If you have bleeding or pain in the rectum, does it mean that you have piles?

3. What to do when you see blood in your stools? Should you visit doctor as 

soon as you notice blood in your stools?

4. Is it important to visit a specialist to diagnose & treat Piles or can I visit a local 

GP for treatment?

5. If I visit a surgeon, then he/ she will recommend surgery - Does every case of 

piles require surgery?

6. I have been told by my family member to have only boiled food because I 

have Piles. I have also been advised to stop non-veg food. Is it right?

7. What can I do to prevent Piles? Do's and Don'ts for patients with Piles (this 

will cover diet & toilet training)

8. Does Piles lead to cancer?

9. Why should you not treat Piles as a taboo?

10. Can you live a normal life with Piles?
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● Dr Tamonas Choudari

● On behalf of ASI head quarter
and West Bengal state chapter
and ACRSI handover PPE kit &
face protection shield (STUD,) to
Medical Superintendent & Vice
Principal of Infectious disease &
Beliaghata General hospital(ID
&BGH) & Superintendent of M R
Bangur Hospital (MRBH)

● Our pleasure to stand beside
the frontline HCW who are
tirelessly working at these
two designated Covid hospital
of West Bengal

Handing over Boxes of PPE Kits 
Dr CP Kothari and

Dean Dr Jyoti Bindal
MGM Medical College, Indore. 
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Dr Kannan R handed over the N95
masks, Surgimasks & hand sanitizers
worth about Rs 1 Lakh to Honourable
Health Minister Dr Vijayabaskar &
Medical Superintendent Dr Aravind
Annanagar, Chennai along with Dr
Noronha, Dr Kanagavel and Dr
Chandrasekar.

Dr Kannan R handed over the PPE kits to

Dean of Kilpauk Medical College, Chennai

along with Dr Nandakishore , Dr Norona

and Dr Vivek S Nathan Chairman Chennai

city ASI
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Handing over Boxes of PPE Kits 
Dr Arshad Ahmad to HOD Surgery

KGMU, Lucknow

700 pieces of incentive spirometers donated to NESCO Covid Centre by ACRSI

PPE Kits donated to :- KEM Hospital,
through Dr. Abhay Dalvi, President ASI
& Dr. Sameer Rege, Hon Sec. MASI. to
Dean, KEM, in presence of Dr. Rajiv
Satoskar & Dr. Archana Deshpande (
Navi Mumbai Civil Hospital ).
ACRSI donated 50 PPE Kits in the
month of May 2020
One Day Surgery Center, back office of
Mumbai Surgical Society, the collection
center and kits were sent to Nair
Hospital, JJ Hospital, Nashik, Navi
Mumbai
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DOCTOR’S DAY SPECIAL

FISTULACON

PAISA BOLTA HAI

ACRSICON 2021 WITH ECTA
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Please Click On All The Number To Directly Enter 
On Respective Page.
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IN INTERNATIONAL SUMMIT ON FISTULA
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● We will cover everything in fistula in ano

● International event, covering the designer, inventors of 
fistula surgical technique

● Organizing Chairman Dr Parvez Sheikh

● Convenors Dr Kannan & Dr Kanagavel

● Program will be from 1-10 pm

● Registration fees

● Members Rs. 1000, Non-member Rs. 1500

● International delegate $50.
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28-30 October 2021
Marriot Hotel, Jaipur

Organizing Chairman
Dr R. K. Jenav

Ex HOD SMS Medical College Jaipur

Organizing Secretary
DR Bhanwarlal Yadav

Prof. Surgery 
SMS Medical College, Jaipur

The Association of Colon & Rectal Surgeons 

of India

(Section of ASI)

Eurasian Colorectal Technologies 

Association

And
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● Published by: Association of Colon & Rectal Surgeons of 

India Secretariat

Dr. Kushal Mital (Hon. Secretary)

C/o Dr. Niranjan Agarwal, Salasar Nursing Home,

B-Ground Floor, Salasar Classic, Near Nagar Bhavan Hall,

Fatak Road, Bhayandar (W), District Thane: 401101.

● Email - secretary@acrsi.org, Website: www.acrsi.org

● Web- www.acrsi.org
● Facebook- https://www.facebook.com/Association-of 

Colo-Rectal-Surgeons-of-India-271596060152767/
● Each member is allocated a ACRSI Zone on WhatsApp. 

Are you on it?
● Email- secretary@acrsi.org
● Check your details on ACRSI Membership list 
● http://www.ijcrsonweb.org/
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